Learning
ONLINE ENGLISH PROGRAMME

Special programme for International Students to get to know Malaysia before study in Malaysia

Learn More

Spoken English Programme for Daily Conversation or Business Communication for everyone

Learn More

Security and Support

Your lesson information will always remain secured and confidential

The Language House follows strict ethical guidelines and confidentiality

- Personalised Lesson (Private Trainer)
- Total Concentration
- Flexible and Convenient
- Real time access to Lesson Report

“Most important - TLH can customize training for your needs”

Email us: englishonline@languagehouse.edu.my
Let’s Learn

- Alphabets and Numbers
- Greetings
- Introducing Yourself
- What’s the time
- Getting Around
- Eating at a Restaurant
- My House
- Occupations

Register
To take free online test
Submit the test answer to:
englishonline@languagehouse.edu.my

Buy Now
Safe and Secure payment when you pay with PayPal

All in 8 Lessons
@ USD 99 only

Place to Visit
@ Malaysia

About The Language House

EACH lesson
@ USD 19

The Language House
Malaysia

Bonus Pack All In 10 Lessons @ USD 119 Only